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Abstract- This paper introduces the comparisons in between the three different approaches of sentiment
analysis. There are three main academic streams on conducting the sentiment analysis task: Symbolic
Approach, Supervised Learning Approach and Clustering approach. It is obtained that classification
approach is efficient and no manual participation is required for solving the sentiment analysis problems.
Index Terms—opinion mining, sentiment analysis, clustering, supervised learning.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, social network sites contains a very vast amount of opinion expressing contents such as feedback,
reviews, critiques, blogs , comments and so on. All content consists of full valuable information and helps the
people to make decision. For example, Movie reviews help the viewers to take decision to go theater or not.
Product review helps an enterprise to promote their products. Comments can help to clarify the strategy, etc.
However, content is very huge and expressed in natural language. It is very difficult to read and analyze all the
content by human. It helps to determine the positive or negative sentiment direction of online text contents and
developing such task of technique is called opinion mining or sentiment analysis. It comes under a part of text
mining and natural language processing. Sentiment Analysis is important to understand the test business KPIs,
to improve customer service, to improve any campaign success or product messaging and to generate the leads.
In this paper, different approaches are compared with respect to accuracy, effectiveness and human
participation.
II. SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
To determine the positive or negative attitude direction of a writer with respect to a topic based on natural
language processing is the main aim of sentiment analysis. The positive or negative attitude may be their mind
state, emotional communication, evaluation on the basis of behavior or judgment, opinions, feelings, satisfaction
ratings, the quality of shares, re-tweets, comments, replies, rating and also the quality of engagement over time.
For example - An opinion is an expression that consists of two key components: target and sentiment. A target is
one which we call as topic and sentiment is on the target or topic.
Such as -“I love this office”. Here “this office” is the topic and sentiment is expressed by the verb that is “love”,
which is positive. There are major three types of sentiment analysis.
a. Manual Processing
Most mature and accurate judge of sentiment is done by human interpretation but that also not 100% accurate.
b. Keyword Processing
It assigns a degree or term of positivity, negativity to an individual word then it gives percentage score to text.
For example: excellent, great, like, love can treated as positive words while terrible, dislike, not interested are
considered as negative. This is very fast process to calculate, easily predictable, cheaper to implement and run as
well. There is a major drawback is to deal with double meaning words means dealing with double negatives or
positives.
c. Natural Language Processing
Natural language processing dictates a computer system that process human language in terms of its meaning.
NLP understands several words. From them make a phrase, from several phrases make a sentence and from
several sentences convey ideas.NLP is for analyzing the language for its meaning. Major drawback with NLP is
to finding or detecting exaggerated statements and social media acronyms such as omg, b/w etc.
First, need to identify the attitude of the text means the opinion is positive or negative, even few also be
classified as neutral. Second, is the identification of text as subjectivity or objectivity class? An objective
sentence presents factual information whereas subjective sentence expresses personal feelings, view or their
beliefs. For objective sentences positive, negative or neutral classification is helpful while opinion expressing
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words and phrases indicates subjective sentence. By using the above two identification, retrieves a lot of
important information from the social networking texts and the opinion expressing texts.
Paper focuses on the opinion classification as positive, negative or neutral and is concentrated mainly for the
document analysis. It means it can be researched at word, phrase, sentences and document level.
A. Symbolic Approach
This approach requires pre-conversion of raw document into text vectors. Then constructs a feature- document
matrix of m*n. It states a collection of n documents with m unique feature. This matrix was previously used for
the automatic indexing. The main criterion is to assign each feature a sentiment score. The score is a
measurement of the direction and intensity of the feature on scale of positive or negative. Once score of every
feature is provided, the score of full document is calculated by using aggregation functions, usually average or
sum. The core step is to provide score feature. There are three major types to score features.
a. Score by human subjects: Simple but not reliable and costly, even for large data it is not suitable. Scores are
given on opinion expressing document by human then applied pseudo-expected value to establish scored word
bank.
b. Score by Word Net: For English language, Word Net is a lexical database. Here only adjectives are provided
as score, then finding the shortest path between two adjectives and it is considered that adjective with a shorter
distance to 'good' be more positive and closer to 'bad' are more negative.
c. Score by Web Search: It is considered that the term co-occurred frequently is having same meaning and the
distance between two words measured by statistics. It is having low accuracy rate and the method of integrating
the score by average or sum is very simple.
B. Supervised Machine Learning Approach
It is a classification approach for extracting objective sentences than assigning scale value. To eliminate the
negation words negation processing technique adopted. To perform classification three classifiers are selected
Naive Bayes classification, Maximum Entropy Classification and Support Vector Machine. Testing can be done
by cross validation. Accuracy level is high as compared to symbolic approach but costly because it needs a large
data to pre-define by classes manually. It is a time consuming approach.
C. Clustering Approach
It uses K- mean algorithm for clustering the documents. No need to identify the class of document and to go for
training process and free from human participation .Thus it is a time saving approach. Documents are clustered
into two clusters positive and negative. To improve accuracy term frequency – inverse document frequency is
applied on raw data then voting mechanism used to provide stable cluster. Then symbolic approach score are
provided to enhance the result.
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Directly document is having high dimensional vector space which results in inefficient working. So, reduce the
dimension slightly by applying Porter's algorithm. Then extract all adjectives and adverbs from the document.
Remove all other words from the document and convert remaining into a vector space in both frequency and
presence form. Validate the data by using SVM then obtain the accuracy rate which comes nearly equal to
Pang's result. With same data remove the class tags and apply k- mean algorithm with Mat lab toolbox to cluster
documents in two groups. Cosine distance method is used to measure distance. As the actual class of document
is known confusion matrix is constructed. Positive group if satisfied (a+d) > (b+c). Otherwise, negative group.
Accuracy is calculated as (a+d) /no. of documents or (b+c)/ no. of documents.
Table1. Confusion Matrix

positive

negative

Actual positive

a

b

Actual negative

c

d

For frequency of data accuracy is in between 50-60 percentage and for presence of data is in between 50- 65
percentage means results in low accuracy and very unstable as compared with classification approach. So
improve accuracy rate by using TF-IDF Weighting Method. It is used to evaluate importance of term in
document. TF-IDF can be calculated as:
wi = tfi*log(D/dfi)
D=no. Of documents,
dfi= document frequency,
tfi=term frequency.
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To improve stability in clustering approach voting mechanism is used and results in presence of data more
competent than frequency of data. Along with that performance is enhanced by importing term scores from
Word Net and by simple substitution directive accuracy is obtained. In order to create a weighting Vector based
on term score combining the term score with clustering approach. The execution time of clustering approach is
proportional to the number of dimensions.
IV. CONCLUSION
Accuracy is highest in supervised learning approach, acceptable in case of clustering approach and low in
symbolic approach. Efficiency from the time point of view is very fast in symbolic approach, and for supervised
learning approach it is very slow on the training data and fast on the test data while the cluster approach gives
fast on the data. Symbolic approach and clustering approach are not required human participation at all but
supervised learning approach does. So, overall the performance of cluster approach is most balanced in terms of
efficiency, accuracy and human participation. Thus, it is suitable and good for real time applications. There are
two major challenges with cluster approach. First, outcomes can be influenced on the size of document set and
second, Word Net generate 70% accuracy in generating term score, if we find another better way to obtain term
score ,better results can be obtained.
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